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About This Content

In Pennsylvania, you'll experience another side of the fierce competition between railway companies of the Northeastern United
States.

Faithful to the board game Ticket to Ride Pennsylvania, this map contains its lot of particular and thrilling rules:

 Stock Shares system: most of the routes are owned by one or several Railroad companies. Each time you claim a route,
earn a share of the company of your choice, and receive bonus points at the end depending on your shareholder position!

 2-player specific rules, with a dummy player receiving shares. Bear it in mind, it could disrupt your shareholder
strategy!

 Use Ferries to cross Lake Erie to Canada!

The struggle for Pennsylvania starts off! Strategy and competition reach their pinnacles: the most experienced players should
find a challenge to their tastes, while new players shall enjoy the diversity offered by this map.
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Great DLC for Ticket to Ride. The stock system really adds to the game and takes it in a whole new direction. As of now, the
DLC has just been published so there are some corners to polish serious bugs to fix, but given DOW's record I'm confident they
will do it.

EDIT: Still recommend it because it's good, but I do think they published this one too early.. Awesome DLC! One of the best
like Europe and Switzerland!. Great and fun addition, adds new strategic layer to the base game. No bugs\/crashes on Linux so
far, tho some other DLC maps did cause some problems.. Annoying map where opponents dump their cards in the end. Also
few locomotives. It's OK, but an unnecesary map.. I absolutely love this version, it's definitely one of my top two maps. The
stocks help encourage claiming shorter routes, and the strategy around them is incredibly interesting and well-implemented.
Even the AI is able to play relatively competently, though it's obviously has nothing on playing against actual human players.
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